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Introductions 

We welcomed Aslan Mitchell who replaces Garradon, representing ASG. Also, Jorge Forero, who 
will serve as interim in Alfonso’s place, representing ITS.  

 
DISCUSSION 

Membership review. Amy did not hear back from Kathy Moore or Mike DeCarbo regarding a 
replacement for her, so no changes there. Tuyen Nguyen has been appointed the replacement 
Administrator. We will determine a chair next time. 

Chair 
One member will serve as the Chair of the committee 

Membership* 
3 Faculty: Kathy Moore, Alice Ho, Anson Lui 
2 Administrators: Dean Hopkins, Tuyen Nguyen  
2 Classified: Isabel Garcia*, Loann Tran 
1 ITS Representative (non-voting): Jorge Forero 
1 Student: Aslan Mitchell 

*One member shall be from continuing education 

SharePoint 2019 Implementation Planning. ITS is working on generating contracts with Sector 
Point and another vendor to set up the SQL. Servers well be set up this semester. Websites will 
migrate next year. There is new functionality coming. New training materials will need to be 
generated (by ITS). Rollout will be first Intranet, then District, then the colleges.  

Accessibility Reports. Alfonso share the most recent report on accessibility errors. Most sites 
were below the threshold of 5 A-level errors. 

List of Web Publishers. Alfonso compiled a list of all web publishers as identified in SiteImprove. 
These are the people who should be receiving Quality and Accessibility reports. This list was sent 
out to all publishers and Administrators. If there are errors, or need to add new publishers, 
generate a ITS Help Desk ticket to get the master list updated. Management Council has asked to 
receive this list quarterly. 

Mobile Website update. In the last year we have made several refinements to the mobile website 
to make it more user-friendly including: fixing the Search feature, enabling the carousel images, 
ability to make images Responsive so they shrink to fit on small screens. Next up will be to make 
Content Layout tables responsive. Amy suggested we get student input to find more problems. 
Aslan can share the how-to steps with ASG and others. Amy will send Aslan the original email.  

Guided Pathways. We don’t know what, but certainly GP will have an impact on our website. It 
may even result in a re-design. Buckle up! 

 

ACTION ITEMS 
• Dean will remove Joe G from the quilt of images.  
• Amy will send Aslan the mobile email to share. 
• ALL will review the Web Publisher list to ensure accuracy  


